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INTRODUCTION: WHAT MAKES THE FEMINIST CAMP?
PAMELA ROBERTSON

What Makes the Feminist Camp?

Camp, as an adjective, goes back at least to 1909. In its oldest sense, it was defined as “ad-

dicted to ‘actions and gestures of exaggerated emphasis’; pleasantly ostentatious or, in

manner, affected.” But from 1920, in theatrical argot, camp connoted homosexual or lesbian

and was in general use with that meaning by 1945.1 In 1954, Christopher Isherwood's The

World in the Evening distinguished between two forms of camp; low theatrical gay camp, an

“utterly debased form,” equated with “a swishy little boy with peroxided hair, dressed in a

picture hat and feather boa, pretending to be Marlene Dietrich,” and serious high camp, po-

tentially gay or straight, “expressing what’s basically serious to you in terms of fun and arti-

fice and elegance.”2 Susan Sontag’s famous “Notes on ‘Camp’ “ (1964) defined camp as a

failed seriousness, a love of exaggeration and artifice, the privileging of style over content,

and a being alive to the double sense in which some things can be taken. While she main-

tained that camp taste and homosexual taste were not necessarily the same thing, Sontag

claimed an affinity between the camp sensibility and homosexual aestheticism and irony.3

Sontag’s conflation of homosexuality, aestheticism, and camp, bolstered with the authority of

epigraphs from Oscar Wilde, suggested a homosexual genealogy for camp originating with

Wilde. Moreover, Sontag collapsed Isherwood’s distinction between different forms of camp

and ignored the colloquial affiliation between lesbianism and camp; and camp came to be

associated almost exclusively with a gay male subculture.

Camp has been criticized for its politics – or rather, lack thereof. In “Notes on ‘Camp,’”

Sontag refused to assign aestheticism a politics and, therefore, asserted that camp’s atten-

tion to style and artifice was, by definition, apolitical; and her claim continued to have a hold

over both apologists for and critics of camp.4 Some have argued that the point of camp re-

sides in its frivolity, which opposes the morality and politics of satire and parody and is spe-

cifically and necessarily not a form of critique.5 For others in the gay community, especially

after the 1969 Stonewall riots (and the birth of the modern gay liberation movement),6 camp
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was viewed largely as an artifact of the closet, an embarrassment fueling gay stereotypes

and affirming the dominant culture's negative perception of the gay community.7 Because of

camp’s partial complicity with oppressive representations, it has been seen as a sign of both

oppression and the acceptance of repression.

Many critics, however, claim that camp represents a critical political practice for gay

men: they equate camp with white, urban, gay male taste to explore camp’s effectiveness as

a form of resistance for that subculture. Richard Dyer, for instance, attributes a past-tense

politics to camp when he claims that for gay men the use of camp constituted “a kind of going

public or coming out before the emergence of gay liberationist politics (in which coming out

was a key confrontationist tactic).”8 This reading of camp, which links it to gay identity and

cultural politics, has become dominant with the rise of gay activist politics and gay and queer

studies in the academy.

While recognizing camp’s appeal for “straights,” most critics argue that “something

happens to camp when taken over by straights – it loses its cutting edge, its identification

with the gay experience, its distance from the straight sexual world view.”9 In part,  this is a

historical claim, positing the 1960s “outing” of camp as a betrayal of “true” gay camp. In this

light, straight camp, almost an oxymoron, flattens into what Fredric Jameson has labeled

postmodern “blank parody” or pastiche, the heterogeneous and random “imitation of dead

styles, speech through all the masks and voices stored up in the imaginary museum of a now

global culture.”10 According to Jameson, postmodern pastiche, which he equates with camp,

lacks the satiric impulse of parody, and equalizes all identities, styles, and images in a depth-

less ahistorical nostalgia. Linda Hutcheon, in contrast, argues that postmodernism effects a

denaturalizing critique through parody that is not nostalgic or dehistoricizing, but critical and

subversive. But Hutcheon, similar to Jameson, differentiates between high postmodern par-

ody and the “ahistorical kitsch” of camp.

However, the postmodern equation of camp and pastiche is itself ahistorical. As a

form of ironic representation and reading, camp, like Hutcheon's high parody, “is doubly

coded in political terms; it both legitimates and subverts that which it parodies.”11  Whereas

postmodern pastiche may privilege heterogeneity and random difference, camp is produc-

tively anachronistic and critically renders specific historical norms obsolete. What counts as

excess, artifice and theatricality, for example, will differ over time. As Andrew Ross has

noted, “the camp effect” occurs at the moment when cultural products (for instance, stars,

fashions, genres, and stereotypes) of an earlier moment of production have lost their power

to dominate cultural meanings and become available, “in the present, for redefinition accord-

ing to contemporary codes of taste.”12 Camp redefines and historicizes these cultural prod-

ucts not just nostalgically but with a critical recognition of the temptation to nostalgia, render-

ing both the object and the nostalgia outmoded through an ironic, laughing distanciation. In

the postmodern moment, "contemporary codes of taste" may have rendered camp’s form of
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critique outmoded so that camp has been recoded as pastiche. But if we understand camp to

have been always already mere “blank parody,” we simply dehistoricize and “postmodernize”

camp’s parodic and critical impulse.

In addition, and prior even to the historical claim about post-I960s camp, the argu-

ment against straight camp presumes that camp’s aestheticism is exclusively the province of

gay men. In particular, women have been excluded from discussions of pre-1960s camp be-

cause women, lesbian and straight, are perceived to “have had even less access to the im-

age- and culture-making processes of society than even gay men have had.”13 We tend to

take for granted that many female stars are camp and that most of the stars in the gay camp

pantheon are women: consider Garland, Streisand, Callas, Dietrich, Garbo, Crawford, just to

name a few. We also take for granted gay men’s camp appropriations of female clothing,

styles, and language from women’s culture: consider drag and female impersonation, or gay

camp slang such as calling one another “she” or using phrases like “letting one’s hair down”

and “dropping hairpins,” and even “coming out” (appropriated from debutante culture).14 Most

people who have written about camp assume that the exchange between gay men’s and

women’s cultures has been wholly onesided; in other words, that gay men appropriate a

feminine aesthetic and certain female stars but that women, lesbian or heterosexual, do not

similarly appropriate aspects of gay male culture. This suggests that women are camp but do

not knowingly produce themselves as camp and, furthermore, do not even have access to a

camp sensibility. Women, by this logic, are objects of camp and subject to it but are not camp

subjects.

Assuming this one-way traffic between gay men’s and women’s cultures, critics em-

phasizing those aspects of camp most closely related to Isherwood’s “low” camp have criti-

cized camp for preferring images of female excess that are blatantly misogynistic. Most of

the answers to this charge have been unsatisfactory. For instance, Mark Booth justifies the

misogynist slant of camp by claiming that because gay men have been marginalized, camp

commits itself to and identifies with images of the marginal and that women simply represent

the primary type of the marginal in society.15 This justification simply underlines camp’s po-

tential for affirming patriarchal oppression.

Even worse is Wayne Koestenbaum’s reply, in his essay on Maria Callas, to Cath-

erine Clement’s statement that the gay male identification with female, stars is “vampiristic.”

According to Koestenbaum, Clement recycles the myth (which he links with the “fag hag”

steretotype) “that a man’s projection of glamour and flamboyance onto a woman is febrile,

infantile, and poisonous, and that such attentions harm the woman thus admired.” He then

sloughs off the criticism, stating that female stars, “as images adrift in the culture, lend them-

selves to acts of imaginative borrowing and refurbishing” and that these images “were not

placed on the market at gay men’s instigation.”16
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Like Booth, Koestenbaum's response begs the question: The question is not whether

gay men put these images on the market, but rather how they deployed these images and

whether that deployment partakes of misogyny. While cultural studies broadly considered

and star studies, in particular, depend on the idea that texts are “adrift in the culture” and can

be put to different uses by different audiences and spectators, we nonetheless need to be

able to account for how texts get taken up – not simply to accept any and all appropriations

as equally valid, but instead to explore how and why certain texts get taken up in certain

ways by certain groups.

Koestenbaum’s response sounds curiously like the familiar cliché deployed in the jus-

tification of rape. To state that female stars are “adrift in the culture” and, consequently, ripe

for “refurbishing” is simply an academic form of blaming the victim: “What was she doing

walking alone at night?” “Why did she wear that sexy outfit?” Not only do these remarks

compound the misogyny of gay camp, but they also limit themselves to a justification of

camp’s misogyny for gay men only, without asking whether or how heterosexual men and

women, or even lesbians, might use these images.

We can, however, reclaim camp as a political tool and rearticulate it within the theo-

retical framework of feminism. To counter criticisms of camp’s misogyny, for instance, some

critics have articulated a positive relationship between the camp spectator and images of

female excess. Andrew Ross notes that camp’s attention to the artifice of these images helps

undermine and challenge the presumed naturalness of gender roles and to displace essen-

tialist versions of an authentic feminine identity.17 By this account, the very outrageousness

and flamboyance of camp’s preferred representations would be its most powerful tools for a

critique, rather than mere affirmations of stereotypical and oppressive images of women.

Thus, despite camp’s seemingly exclusive affiliation with gay men and misogynist tenden-

cies, camp offers feminists a model for critiques of gender and sex roles. Camp has an affin-

ity with feminist discussions of gender construction, performance, and enactment; we can

thereby examine forms of camp as feminist practice.

Clearly, it would be foolish to deny camp’s affiliation with gay male subculture or to

claim that women have exactly the same relation to camp as gay men do. But it seems rash

to claim that women have no access to camp. If the exchange between gay men and women

has been wholly one-sided, how do we account for stars like Mae West and Madonna who

quite deliberately take on aspects of gay culture? Are they merely exceptions to the rule? Are

there other “exceptions”? What about Texas Guinan? Bette Davis? Marlene Dietrich? Eve

Arden? Agnes Moorehead? Dolly Parton? Furthermore, if camp is exclusively the province of

gay men, how do we account for the pleasure women take in camp artifacts like musicals, or

Dietrich, or Designing Women? What are we assuming about identification if we presume

that women take their stars “straight”? Do gay men automatically have a critical distance

from roles and stereotypes that women blindly inhabit?
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Most troubling is that women’s frequent exclusion from the discourse about camp has

meant not just that these questions have not been fully addressed but that they have not

even been asked. At the very least, would it not be important to determine why women enjoy

so many of the same cultural texts as gay men? Asked another way: Why do gay men like so

many of the same cultural texts as women? By not posing the latter question, what are we

assuming about gay men? Inversion? Misogyny? By viewing the exchange between women

and gay men as a two-way street we could begin to better understand gay male camp and

stop taking for granted camp’s reliance on feminine images and styles (as if these acts of

appropriation were “natural”).

We could also begin to break down some of the artificial barriers between audiences

and between subcultures that theories of spectatorship and cultural studies have unwittingly

advanced, so that we tend to talk about one audience, one subculture at a time and only in

relation to the (in that case) dominant culture (one gender, race, ethnicity, class, one cate-

gory, one difference at a time). By thinking about subcultures in constellation, we would nec-

essarily rethink some of our assumptions about textual address and also which subculture

we discuss in relation to which kind of text. To take an example pertinent to this project,

many critics acknowledge a gay male audience for the musical but ignore the genre’s popu-

larity among women;18 alternately, much work has been done on the female spectator of the

woman’s film, without considering that genre’s popularity among gay men. If, however, we

considered gay men as spectators of the women’s film (a genre chock full of eventual camp

idols) or women as spectators of the musical (it seems so obvious), we would have to recon-

sider issues of textual address, identification, subcultures, resistance, and domination.

By looking at the links between gay men and women across cultural texts we could

also begin to better understand the many close ties and friendships shared by women and

gay men, which we have, as yet, almost no way to talk about-despite their very routineness,

their “of-courseness.” Certainly, there are stereotypes. There is the figure of the “beard,” the

lesbian or heterosexual woman who serves as heterosexual cover for the closeted gay man

(just as men have served as “beards” for lesbians).19 Colloquially, we also have the “fag

hag,” an epithet hostile to both the “fag” and the “hag.” Rather than describe the love and

friendship between women and gay men, the fag hag stereotype often seems to presume a

failed object choice on the part of the woman, the “hag” – –– that is, the fag hag chooses gay

men because she “can’t get a man” (she is stereotypically unattractive) and/or because she

desires a man who doesn’t want her (she is stereotypically secretly, desperately attracted to

gay men; see, for example, Robert Rodi’s novel, Fag Hag). At the same time, it diminishes

the man in the relationship, the “fag.” While the term recognizes that at least some women do

not share the dominant culture’s disparagement of gay men, in naming the friendship this

way, the term (used inside gay culture as well as being imposed from without) reinforces the

initial devaluation of gay culture.20
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We also have a new media stereotype: the gay neighbor, who provides local color to

urban settings but participates little in the plot (see, for example, Frankie and Johnny and

The Prince of Tides). The gay neighbor is kin to what I will call the gay enabler, the gay man

whose primary function is to help the heterosexual lovers resolve their conflicts (see, for ex-

ample, Bum This, Melrose Place, and Mrs. Doubtfire). While there might be some value in

having at least this minimal acknowledgment of the friendships between women and gay

men, these newly minted stereotypes, no less than other, overtly pejorative ones, seem a far

cry from representing the routine richness of these friendships.

Part of the difficulty in talking about women’s friendships with gay men can probably

be blamed on the problematic formulation “some of my best friends” (given a new twist in

Seinfeld’s quip, “not that there’s anything wrong with it”). But the fact that we don’t talk about

friendships between gay men and women reflects, I think, the larger academic divisions that

obtain between gay and feminist theory, as well as lesbian and gay, and heterosexual and

lesbian feminist, theory. Academic politics and identity politics are such that instead of seek-

ing points of overlap between gay men and women and between lesbian and heterosexual

women, we increasingly focus on differences.

In part, this is for good reason, as it represents a greater attention to the specificity of

gendered and sexed experiences and seeks to counter the problem of being “spoken for”

that, for instance, many lesbians feel with respect to both feminist and gay theory. But often-

times we seem to be addressing ourselves only to the already converted – or, worse, to be

self-defeating, proving the lie that only gays should be interested in gay issues or insisting on

a single and singular identification (one difference at a time). Lesbians, especially, have often

been forced to choose between identifying, as women, with feminist theory and politics

(which tends to privilege [white] heterosexual women) and identifying, as homosexuals, with

gay theory and politics (which tends to privilege [white] gay men). It thus becomes more diffi-

cult to form alliances between feminism and gay theory and politics as we focus on points of

divergence.21

Any discussion of women’s relation to camp will inevitably raise, rather than settle,

questions about appropriation, co-optation, and identity politics. But as an activity and a sen-

sibility that foregrounds cross-sex and cross-gender identifications, camp provides an oppor-

tunity to talk about the many points of intersection, as well as the real differences, between

feminist and gay theory, and among lesbians, heterosexual women, and gay men. I argue

that women, lesbian and heterosexual, have historically engaged in what I call feminist camp

practices. This tradition of feminist camp, which runs alongside-but is not identical to-gay

camp, represents oppositional modes of performance and reception. Through my analysis of

feminist camp I reclaim a female form of aestheticism, related to female masquerade and

rooted in burlesque, that articulates and subverts the “image- and culture-making processes”

to which women have traditionally been given access.
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Although I argue for the crucial role of heterosexual women as producers and con-

sumers of camp, I hesitate to describe feminist camp as “straight” and suggest instead that

camp occupies a discursive space similar to the notion of “queer” described by Alexander

Doty: “[T]he terms ‘queer readings,’ ‘queer discourses,’ and ‘queer positions,’ … are attempts

to account for the existence and expression of a wide range of positions within culture that

are ‘queer’ or non-, anti-, or contra-straight.”22 In Doty's sense, “queer” refers to a variety of

discourses that have grown up in opposition to or at variance with the dominant, straight,

symbolic order. This sense of queerness includes gay- and lesbian-specific positions as well

as non-gay and non-lesbian ones. Unlike Moe Meyer, who also describes camp as a queer

discourse but clearly states that queer means exclusively gay and lesbian (and lumps all

other forms of camp under the category of the “camp trace”),23 I take camp to be a queer

discourse in Doty’s sense, because it enables not only gay men, but also heterosexual and

lesbian women, and perhaps heterosexual men, to express their discomfort with and alien-

ation from the normative gender and sex roles assigned to them by straight culture. Feminist

camp, then, views the world “queerly”: that is, from a non- or anti-straight, albeit frequently

non-gay, position.

This is not to say that camp or the mobile notion of queerness I am describing will al-

ways include all non- or anti-straight viewpoints. Doty points out that not all queer texts are

gay (citing The Silence of the Lambs as an example). Similarly, gay camp might be misogy-

nist and feminist camp mayor may not be antihomophobic. Although both feminists and gay

men engage in discourses that are at variance with the dominant culture, those discourses

are not always identical. “Queer” then functions for me as an explanatory term connoting a

discourse or position at odds with the dominant symbolic order, the flexibility and mobility of

which helps account for instances of overlap among the interests and points-of-view of het-

erosexual women, lesbians, and gay men, but which, at the same time, can account for

feminist aesthetics and interpretations that are simultaneously non-gay and not stereotypi-

cally straight.

Camp and Gender Parody

For feminists, camp’s appeal resides in its potential to function as a form of gender parody.

Feminist theorists working in a variety of disciplines have turned to gender parody as a criti-

cal tool and a promising means of initiating change in sex and gender roles. For example, at

the end of her book on the woman’s film of the 1940s, Mary Ann Doane argues that women

need to map themselves in the “terrain of fantasy” in order to denaturalize representations of

women. She claims that the woman’s film stylizes femininity, narrativizing and making ac-

ceptable stereotypical feminine scenarios. “What is needed,” she contends, “is a means of
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making these gestures and poses fantastic, literally incredible.”24

Doane believes that the credibility of images of the feminine can be undermined by a

“double mimesis” or parodic mimicry. Parodic mimicry, Doane claims, allows one to disen-

gage from the roles and gestures of a seemingly naturalized femininity: “Mimicry as a political

textual strategy makes it possible for the female spectator to understand that recognition is

buttressed by misrecognition.”25 In other words, the mimicry of stereotypical images dem-

onstrates the female spectator’s recognition of herself in those images, while it also allows

the spectator to misrecognize herself, to see that her “self” does not exist prior to the mimicry

but is always already a construction.

Judith Butler similarly emphasizes the significance of parody for feminist politics. But-

ler accounts for the cultural construction of gender and identity as a collective activity of

“gendering” and questions how gender identities might be constructed differently. She asks:

“What kind of subversive repetition might call into question the regulatory practice of identity

itself?” and claims that “genders can be rendered thoroughly and radically incredible” through

a politics of gender parody.26

Although both Doane and Butler seek a means to render gender identities “incredible”

through parody, Doane roots her notion of “double mimesis” in the concept of the “feminine

masquerade,” while Butler begins her discussion of feminist parody with a description of ho-

mosexual drag. Butler argues that “in imitating gender, drag implicitly reveals the imitative

structure of gender itself – as well as its contingency.”27 As Esther Newton says in her book

on female impersonation, “[I]f sex-role behavior can be achieved by the ‘wrong’ sex, it logi-

cally follows that it is in reality also achieved, not inherited, by the ‘right’ sex.”28

Butler’s provocative linkage in Gender Trouble between homosexual drag and femi-

nist gender parody has been construed as a claim that drag subversively displaces gender

norms. However, as Butler makes clear in her later work, Bodies That Matter, drag is subver-

sive only “to the extent that it reflects on the imitative structure by which hegemonic gender is

itself produced and disputes heterosexuality’s claim on naturalness and originality.”29 To be

sure, drag reveals the performative status of gender identity, but it cannot effectively disman-

tle gender identity. The surprise and incongruity of drag depends upon our shared recogni-

tion that the person behind the mask is really another gender. (Consider the drag performer’s

ritual of removing his wig and/or baring his chest at the end of the show.) While the “natural-

ness” of gender identities is destabilized through this practice, that destabilization might

merely effect a regulatory system of identifying “unnatural” identities – for example, the

stereotype of the effeminate homosexual man or the masculinized woman.

Doane has argued that in opposition to transvestism, the concept of female masquer-

ade offers a more radical parodic potential. Joan Riviere’s 1929 essay, “Womanliness as a

Masquerade,” has been taken up in feminist theory as a divining rod pointing to the “perfor-

mative status” and “imitative structure” of the feminine.30 Riviere’s essay describes intellec-
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tual women who “wish for masculinity” and then put on a “mask of womanliness” as a de-

fense “to avert anxiety and the retribution feared from men.”31 In other words, the woman

takes on a masculine “identity” to perform in the intellectual sphere, then takes on a feminine

“identity” to placate the Oedipal father whose place she has usurped. In a now famous pas-

sage, however, Riviere casually challenges the very notion of a stable feminine identity: “The

reader may now ask how I define womanliness or where I draw the line between genuine

womanliness and the ‘masquerade.’ My suggestion is not, however, that there is any such

difference; whether radical or superficial, they are the same thing.”32 Stephen Heath sums up

the way in which Riviere’s statement points to the absence of “natural” identities: “In the

masquerade the woman mimics an authentic–genuine–womanliness but then authentic

womanliness is such a mimicry, is the masquerade (‘they are the same thing’).”33 The mas-

querade mimics a constructed identity in order to conceal that there is nothing behind the

mask; it simulates femininity to dissimulate the absence of a real or essential feminine iden-

tity.

Despite the theatricality of the term, masquerade can never be merely theatrical but is

always also social. The trope of the masquerade deepens our sense of the activity of gen-

dering as enactment and acting-out. Doane suggests that “a woman might flaunt her feminin-

ity, produce herself as an excess of femininity, in other words, foreground the masquerade”

in order to “manufacture a lack in the form of a certain distance between oneself and one’s

image.”34 Doane uses the example of Stella Dallas’s self-parody as an instance of “double

mimesis” or self-conscious masquerade. When Stella effectively parodies herself, pretending

to be an even more exaggeratedly embarrassing mother than she is in the rest of the narra-

tive, she demonstrates her recognition of herself as a stereotype (a pose, a trope) while mak-

ing the excessiveness of her role visible and strange, depriving the initial mimesis of its cur-

rency. Like Doane’s notion of “double mimesis” the self-conscious masquerade discovers a

discrepancy between gesture and “essence” and not simply between anatomy and costume.

It makes the “natural” “unnatural” – cultural or historical.

In opposition to drag, the surprise and incongruity of same-sex female masquerade

consists in the identity between she who masquerades and the role she plays-she plays at

being what she is always already perceived to be. This might consist in the exaggeration of

gender codes by the “right” sex, in a female masquerade of femininity or a male masquerade

of masculinity, similar to lesbian “femme” role-play or the hyperbolic masculinization of gay

“macho” Levi’s-and-leather culture. The concept of the masquerade allows us to see that

what gender parody takes as its object is not the image of the woman, but the idea – which,

in camp, becomes a joke – that an essential feminine identity exists prior to the image. As

Butler observes, “the parody is of the very notion of an original.”35
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Gender parody would utilize masquerade self-consciously in order to reveal the ab-

sence behind the mask and the performative activity of gender and sexual identities. It would

have to be a parody of the masquerade so that masquerade would no longer serve as a pla-

cating gesture but instead would become a gesture of defiance toward the assumption of an

identity between the woman and the image of the woman. Gender parody, therefore, doesn’t

differ in structure from the activity of the masquerade but self-consciously theatricalizes mas-

querade’s construction of gender identities.

In using Doane and Butler to open up my discussion of feminist camp, I do not mean

to claim that they advocate camp in their discussions of “double mimesis” or gender parody,

nor do I believe that camp is the only interpretation available for a politics of gender parody.36

Rather, I consider camp to be a likely candidate for helping us explore the appeal of and rea-

son for a politics of gender parody. Conversely, I want to use the notion of gender parody as

a paradigm for defining a specifically feminist form of camp spectatorship.

Camp and Female Spectatorship

The often fraught and contested concept of the female spectator has been central to feminist

film theory since the 1970s.37 The concept can be traced back to 1970s semiotic and psy-

choanalytic theories of spectatorship, represented by the work of Christian Metz and the

journal Screen, along with the earliest feminist psychoanalytic interventions, especially as

articulated by Stephen Heath and Julia Lesage and crystallized by Laura Mulvey in her fa-

mous “Visual Pleasure” essay. Feminist film theorists have grappled with Mulvey’s provoca-

tive claims about the “male gaze,” often in contention with her bleak assessment of the fe-

male spectatorial position. Psychoanalytically informed debates initially focused on the fe-

male spectator constructed through textual address in analyses, for instance, of the female

melodrama or feminine spectacle in film noir. Increasingly, feminist film theorists, influenced

by the Frankfurt School and British Cultural Studies, have attempted to give the concept of

the female spectator historical specificity and/or ethnographic precision in order to account

for different kinds of readings and possible forms of subcultural resistance. While the debate

about the nature of female spectatorship continues and models proliferate, some of the most

crucial problems facing feminist film theorists today are still those prompted by Mulvey’s cri-

tique: the need to (1) rescue some forms of pleasure for the female viewer; (2) conceptualize

spectatorship as a process mediating between the textually constructed “female spectator”

and the female audience, constructed by socio-historical categories of gender, class, and

race; and (3) rethink ideas of ideology, resistance, and subversion.
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Miriam Hansen describes “the greater mobility required of the female spectator – a

mobility that has been described in terms of transvestitism, masquerade and double identifi-

cation” as “a compensatory one, responding to the patriarchal organization of classical cine-

matic vision and narration.” She links the “structurally problematic” nature of spectatorship for

women to that of “other, partly overlapping groups who are likewise, though in different ways,

alienated from dominant positions of subjectivity – gays and lesbians, or racial and ethnic

minorities.”38 Camp foregrounds this structural problem of female viewing. The camp specta-

tor, in a sense, ironically enacts the female spectator’s mobility through a double identifica-

tion that is simultaneously critical of and complicit with the patriarchal organization of vision

and narration. Camp, as a performative strategy, as well as a mode of reception, commonly

foregrounds the artifice of gender and sexual roles through literal and metaphoric transves-

tism and masquerade. Since camp has been primarily conceived of as a gay male subcul-

tural practice, its articulation with the concept of female spectatorship will enable us to ex-

plore the degree to which the female camp spectator shares her liminal status with another

alienated group and also to explore what kind of subcultural resistances are available to

women.

Although Doane locates distanciation primarily in the text, rather than reception, she

underlines the masquerade’s potential usefulness for understanding the spectator’s activity

as well as the performer’s: “What might it mean to masquerade as a spectator? To assume

the mask in order to see in a different way?”39 Here, Doane begins to articulate a relationship

between gender parody and a theory of spectatorship that, while not exactly about pleasure,

offers a specific route to camp. In opposition to the female’s presumed overidentification with

or absorption in the image, camp necessarily entails assuming the mask as a spectator – to

read against the grain, to create an ironic distance between oneself and one’s image. Camp

not only allows for the double nature of masquerade (the spectator in disguise will always

see through two pairs of eyes) but also accounts for the pleasure of the masquerade (typi-

cally unacknowledged), its status as amusement and play for both the masquerading viewer

and the performer.

The trope of the masquerade, then, helps describe camp’s negotiation between tex-

tual address and the viewer. As Christine Gledhill explains, the concept of negotiation implies

an ongoing process of give-and-take: “It suggests that a range of positions of identification

may exist within any text; and that, within the social situation of their viewing, audiences may

shift subject positions as they interact with the text.”40 One way to imagine the audience shift-

ing positions is to consider subject positions as different masks, different “identities.” Most

theories figure the female spectator’s activity as an either/or hopscotch between positions of

identification; they picture the female spectator shifting unconsciously between an active

masculine and a passive feminine identity, like Riviere’s intellectual women or Mulvey’s

transvestite moviegoer.41 Camp offers a slightly different model of negotiation to account for
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the overlap between passivity and activity in a viewer who sees through, simultaneously per-

haps, one mask of serious femininity and another mask of laughing femininity.

Most importantly, examining camp in relation to the female spectator opens up new

possibilities for describing the kinds of pleasure a female spectator might take in mass-

produced objects that seem to support an oppressive patriarchal sexual regime. Too often,

spectatorship studies, and (sub)cultural studies more generally, tend to reify pleasure, par-

ticularly female pleasure, as either a consciously resistant activity or a wholly passive ma-

nipulation. Judith Mayne discerns in this either/or tendency the impulse “to categorize texts

and readings/responses as either conservative or radical, as celebratory of the dominant

order or critical of it.”42 According to Mayne, while the first position ascribes an unqualified

power to the text (“dominant”), the second ascribes that power to viewers (“resistant”).

This either/or tendency is produced by the utopian desire to activate a difference be-

tween constructed and essential identities. The “dominant” model (often associated with the

Frankfurt School and political modernists) argues that texts interpellate viewers into essen-

tialist positions of subjecthood and thus believes that the ties to those texts must be broken

by creating new texts that will displace essentialist identities and stereotypes. Doane and

Butler, for instance, offer a concept of distanciation that echoes the Brechtian concept of es-

trangement, which renders the “natural” strange, and distances the viewer from his or her

everyday “normal” assumptions. For them, estrangement must entail a destruction of some

forms of pleasure as advocated programmatically by Mulvey.

The “dominant” model rightfully points out the problem with unexamined pleasure, its

complicity with an oppressive sexual regime. Still, these models do not provide a way in

which to name the pleasures taken by performers and viewers. Doane and Butler’s discount-

ing of pleasure, for example, underrates not only the communal and pleasurable aspects of

performance and spectatorship but also the viewer’s sense of humor and interpretive capa-

bility. Although both Doane and Butler envision the formation of gender identities as a cul-

tural practice, neither seems to regard pleasure as an activity in which we all engage as cul-

tural agents. Instead, like many cultural critics and political modernists from Adomo to Fou-

cault, they view pleasure as a form of cultural domination, passively imbibed, that renders us

all cultural dupes.

On the other side of the debate, however, the “resistance” model’s assumption that

the activity of making meaning resides solely with viewers falls into a similar determinism.

American cultural studies, in particular, has been identified with the resistance model, which

valorizes pleasure as redemptive. Often, as Elspeth Probyn argues, “versions of (sub)cultural

analysis tend to turn out rather ‘banal’ descriptions of cultural resistance.”43 Meaghan Morris

sums up the typical mode of argument in this “banal” “vox pop style”: “People in modern me-

diatized societies are complex and contradictory, mass cultural texts are complex and con-

tradictory, therefore people using them produce complex and contradictory culture.”44 In as-
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cribing unqualified power to viewer response, this model suggests that, rather than interpel-

lating viewers, the text produces a multiplicity of meanings from which the viewer can choose

his or her point of identification. If the conservative model reifies pleasure by seeing texts as

“dominant” and audiences as dupes, the viewer-oriented model similarly reifies pleasure by

ignoring the force of dominant ideology in favor of a free-for-all textual and cultural ambiguity.

In ascribing an unqualified power to viewers’ pleasure, this model often fails to account for

the ways in which pleasure can merely affirm the dominant order and preempt even the pos-

sibility of resistance as the subject goes laughing into the shopping mall.

Each of these models has its own seductive appeal. Nonetheless, neither one seems

to accurately capture the deep complexities of texts and audiences, much less the contradic-

tions of pleasure itself. Camp, however, reveals the porousness of pleasure, its locally over-

lapping features of passivity and activity, affirmation and critique. Rather than willfully posit

what Mayne refers to as a “happy integration” of these two extreme models, I explore camp’s

negotiation of these two extremes in order to account for both the “complex and contradic-

tory” nature of camp spectatorship and its deep complicity with the dominant. Through my

discussion of camp as a “guilty” pleasure, I seek to challenge the basic determinism of spec-

tator studies, especially as this determinism applies to the female spectator. With Susan

Rubin Suleiman, who, like Doane and Butler, locates the potential for feminist subversion of

patriarchal norms in parody, I would like to imagine women playing and laughing.45 At the

same time. I want to avoid reifying pleasure as wholly resistant. I would like to claim camp as

a kind of parodic play between subject and object in which the female spectator laughs at

and plays with her own image – in other words, to imagine her distancing herself from her

own image by making fun of, and out of, that image – without losing sight of the real power

that image has over her.

By examining the complexity and contradictions of camp’s guilty pleasures, its two-

sidedness, we can begin to move beyond this debate to explore what Mayne points to as

“the far more difficult task of questioning what is served by the continued insistence upon this

either/or, and more radically, of examining what it is in conceptions of spectators, responses

and film texts that produces this ambiguity in the first place.”46 We can begin to broach these

questions by complicating our sense of how dominant texts and resistant viewers interact to

produce camp, and by reconceptualizing resistance and subversion to account for the way in

which camp’s simultaneous pleasures of alienation and absorption refuse simplistic catego-

ries of dominant-versus-resistant readings.

Camp necessarily entails a description of the relationship between the textually con-

structed spectator and her empirical counterparts. Although camp tends to refer to a subjec-

tive process – it “exists in the smirk of the beholder”47 – camp is also, as Susan Sontag

points out, “a quality discoverable in objects and the behavior of persons.”48 Furthermore,

camp is a reading/viewing practice which, by definition, is not available to all readers; for
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there to be a genuinely camp spectator, there must be another hypothetical spectator who

views the object “normally.”

Camp further demands a reconceptualization of subcultures so as to make clear that

subcultures are variable communities that are not always welldefined and easily identifiable

(through, for instance, fashion) but can have differing individuated practices. Although camp

has been almost wholly associated with a gay male subculture, that subculture has not nec-

essarily always participated in camp as a group or even recognized itself as a group. While

there have been public gay camp rituals (e.g., drag shows and parties, impersonation and

transvestism, Judy Garland concerts), camp consists also of individual and private, even

closeted, moments of consumption.49

Rather than retrospectively transplant a contemporary sense of camp into earlier

cinematic texts, or assume anachronistically that gender parody will mean the same thing or

imply the same critique at any time, it is necessary to historicize camp. I have chosen a wide

range of texts to examine diverse meanings of and means of producing camp in different

historical moments.

I focus on three high-camp epochs: the 1930s, the 1950s, and the 1980s through the

present. Each of these periods follows on the heels of an important feminist moment: the

Progressive Era and its efforts on behalf of female suffrage as well as antiprostitution move-

ments; World War II and women’s influx into the job market; and the Women’s Liberation

movement, respectively. Individual chapters focus on Mae West, the film Gold Diggers of

1933, Joan Crawford and Johnny Guitar, Madonna, and recycled camp in recent television,

video, and film production. Given the plethora of texts available to me that are considered

camp, my choice of these particular texts may seem arbitrary. In part, these texts reflect my

personal taste and guilty pleasures. More importantly, however, each of these texts seems to

me to be exemplary of a particular aspect of feminist camp as well as representative of how

different stars, genres, styles, and media employ camp.

Camp must be understood as not only a means of negotiating subject positions, but

also as a socio-historical cultural activity that negotiates between different levels of cultural

practices. Rather than emphasize either performance or reception, we need to understand

masquerade as both a performative strategy and a mode of reception in order to sort through

the difficulty of attributing camp to texts. Camp is most often used as an adjective, referring

to a quality or qualities found in an object. But camp can also be a verb (from the French se

camper – to posture or to flaunt). Like the masquerade, the activity of producing camp can be

located at both the level of performance and at the level of spectatorship – and the line be-

tween the two activities will not always be clear. A performer might produce camp as an aes-

thetic strategy, as my readings of Mae West and Madonna emphasize. At the same time, a

spectator creates a camp effect in reading texts as camp whether those texts intentionally

produce camp or not, as I suggest in my readings of Johnny Guitar and Gold Diggers of
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1933. And, as the examples of recycled camp informed by camp spectatorship cited in my

final chapter demonstrate, camp blurs the line between the seemingly distinct categories of

production and reception. Alexander Doty, discussing the difficulty of attributing queerness to

texts, writes: “The complexity and volatility of mass culture production and reception-

consumption often make any attempt to attribute queerness to only (or mostly) producers,

texts, or audiences seem false and limiting.”50 Similarly, attributing camp to any text requires

an understanding of not only textual address but also audience, production history, and the

more general historical context of a text’s reception.

Unlike gay camp, typically identified as an upper-class sensibility, feminist camp

tends to speak from and to a working class sensibility.51 Therefore, I examine textual repre-

sentations of working-class women, gold diggers, and prostitutes, and I relate these images

to extracinematic discourses (e.g., Progressive Era antiprostitution discourse, Friedan’s

analysis of the “feminine mystique”) that negotiate attitudes toward women and work. Pro-

duced at moments of antifeminist backlash, the particular texts I have chosen use anachro-

nistic images to challenge dominant ideologies about women’s roles in the economic sphere

and to revitalize earlier (seemingly outmoded) feminist critiques.

Since camp has been linked with gay subcultural practice, most camp objects have

taken on general associations related to sex and gender roles, but I limit my discussion of

camp to the practice and reception of audiovisual representations of women. These relate

most closely to those aspects of gay camp culture involving drag, female impersonation, and

the gay reception of female stars. By limiting my discussion in this way, I emphasize the cru-

cial role women have played as producers and consumers of both gay and feminist camp.

I have deliberately excluded any discussion of male stars. In part, I simply want to fo-

cus on female performers as a corrective to notions that female stars are camp but do not

knowingly produce themselves as camp. In addition, I believe that a discussion of male stars

would detract somewhat from the model of female spectatorship I put forward. Women might

take camp pleasure in the hypermasculine masquerade of Arnold Schwarzenegger or Victor

Mature, and that pleasure might be described as feminist. It seems to me, however, that a

description of female identification with these figures would inevitably return to a model of

transvestism, until further explorations are made of heterosexual men’s relation to the camp

sensibility.

Similarly, I have chosen not to discuss any non-white women. It may be possible to

describe certain ethnic and racial representations as camp.52 The parodic masquerade of

minstrelsy, for instance, or the over-the-top sensationalist stereotyping of 1970s Blaxploita-

tion films might be readable as camp. But the issues raised by these practices are outside

the scope of this argument. An analysis of even metaphorical racial camp requires its own

historiography, one dealing, for example, with the history of African American entertainment

traditions in America or with the complex history of “passing.”
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At the same time, however, we need to consider the relation between camp’s sexual

politics and race discourse. Most discussions of camp assume the adjective “white.” Moe

Meyer, for instance, discusses the controversy over African American drag queen Joan Jett

Blak’s 1991 bid for mayor of Chicago as the Queer Nation candidate as exclusively a debate

in gay politics about the effectiveness of camp, without once mentioning how Blak’s race

could have affected the debate or mentioning what the politics of running an African Ameri-

can drag queen entailed for Queer Nation.53 Alternately, in discussions of Paris Is Burning –

a film that foregrounds the links between queerness, camp, and racial discourse – critics

tend to treat the black and Hispanic use of camp to gain access to fantasies of whiteness as

a special case, without fully acknowledging the degree to which the film’s invocation of “real-

ness” testifies to how inextricably race and sex are intertwined, and without considering

whether or how race discourse operates in camp generally.54

This racial specificity becomes clear in the frequent analogies made between camp

and blackness. Dennis Altman, for instance, says, “Camp is to gay what soul is to black.”55

Describing post-Stonewall attitudes toward camp, Andrew Ross refers to camp falling into

disrepute “'as a kind of blackface,” and George Melly dubs camp “the Stepin Fetchit of the

leather bars, the Auntie Tom of the denim discos.”56 We could ask why Uncle Tom and black-

face have not been recuperated as camp clearly has (by queer identity politics and in aca-

demic discourse). If this question seems problematic, and it should, it points out how thin

these analogies are, and it also points to the fact that the flexibility of sex and gender roles

promised by theories of camp performativity does not yet extend to race. In part these analo-

gies suggest, as David Bergman says, the fact that camp raises the issues of any minority

culture – issues having to do with appropriation, representation, and difference.57 But the

consistency of the category “black” as the counterpart to camp (as opposed to other racial or

ethnic categories) not only signals the degree to which camp is assumed to be white but also

mirrors the way tropes of blackness operate in much white camp as an authenticating dis-

course that enables the performance of sex and gender roles.

Richard Dyer argues that in American culture, at least, whiteness “secures its domi-

nance by seeming not to be anything in particular”;58 representations of normative whiteness

thus foreground race and ethnicity as categories of difference. Queer and camp representa-

tions, though non-normative in terms of sex and gender, are still consistently defined through

categories of racial difference and especially blackness. Mae West and Madonna, for exam-

ple, both foreground their affinity with African American culture as much as gay male culture.

Similarly, as Patricia Juliana Smith argues, Dusty Springfield’s camp masquerade simultane-

ously transforms her into a black woman and a femme gay man; and Ronald Firbank’s nov-

els, according to William Lane Clark, tie their camp effect to representations of transracial

desire and the employment of black jazz tropes.59 In a different vein, Joan Crawford’s status

as a grotesque is reaffirmed by her blackface performance in Torch Song. And the Australian
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film The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert similarly privileges its scenes with Abo-

riginal people – in stark contrast to its scenes with the Filipina bride – suggesting that black-

ness as an authenticating discourse has become part of a transnational camp aesthetic.

Authenticity may seem antithetical to camp, which is so doggedly committed to arti-

fice. “Realness,” as Paris Is Burning demonstrates, is a subversive category meant to dis-

solve difference and any notion of authenticity. We need to reconsider, though, how “real-

ness” operates in camp – not only in terms of sex and gender identities but also as a racial

fantasy for both white and non-white queers – and the degree to which camp performativity

reinscribes racial difference. As more critical attention is given to race and ethnicity in mass

culture, the affinity between ethnic and racial masquerade and camp will have to be ex-

plored.

I emphasize reception in my analyses of camp texts. However, without unmediated

access to fans’ own comments about these texts, and suspicious of strict ethnographic audi-

ence surveys, I seek primarily to recreate the conditions of reception that create different

camp effects. To determine the historical conditions of reception that cause some objects to

be taken as camp, I analyze archival materials related to cinematic, institutional, and fan dis-

courses.

Each chapter reads spectatorship through a variety of lenses. Three chapters deal

with individual stars: Mae West, Joan Crawford, and Madonna. In these chapters, my analy-

sis of spectatorship relies largely on fan discourse about those stars in movie magazines,

publicity materials, and, in the case of Madonna, academic articles and books. In my analy-

ses of Gold Diggers of 1933 and Johnny Guitar, I consider the structures of expectation cre-

ated by genre conventions. My conclusion investigates the role of the spectator as producer,

reading texts that appropriate and recontextualize “classic” camp texts. To understand how

all these texts create viewing subjects, I consider textual address, and the larger discourses

surrounding individual stars and films, including reviews, production and censorship materi-

als, interviews, and biographies.

Throughout, I consider not only how feminist camp articulates the overlapping inter-

ests of women and gay men but also how it fails to do so. In my chapter on Mae West, for

instance, I argue that West’s appeal to women and to gay men is virtually identical. In con-

trast, I regard as antifeminist Crawford’s transformation into a camp grotesque from the

1950s to the present and offer a feminist reading of her role in Johnny Guitar that depends

on fans, residual identification with Crawford as a working woman’s star. My analysis of

Madonna questions whether the mainstreaming of camp taste obscures real difference and

reduces gay politics to a discourse of style.

While I acknowledge camp’s limitations as a sensibility more committed to the status

quo than to effecting real change, I emphasize feminist camp’s utopian aspects. By reclaim-

ing camp as a political tool and rearticulating it within the framework of feminism, we can bet-
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ter understand not only female production and reception but also how women have negoti-

ated their feelings of alienation from the normative gender and sex roles assigned to them by

straight culture. If, in Richard Dyer’s words, “it’s being so camp as keeps us going,” then per-

haps, by retrieving this aspect of our cultural history, we can better understand where we

have been and help move the feminist camp forward.
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